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Teresa Faierberguer lives now in Resistencia, the province of Chaco. She has been living 
there since 1949, the year she was married. 

Teresa Faierberguer’s parents, Salomon was her father’s name (born in 1900 in 
Czechoslovakia in Vichkif?). They met and married there. Teresa’s mother sold some 
land in Europe, and with that she financed the voyage of all of her husband’s brothers to 
Argentina. They arrived in Argentina with her father’s parents. Grandmother was Leike 
from Volgue (?) and grandfather was Hilmijl. Mother’s only surviving sister stayed 
behind and was murdered by the Nazis. Upon arrival, the grandparents who were 
elderly lived with one child or another, and helped as much as they could. 

First they were in Monigotes, and then they requested from the Jewish Colonization 
Association (JCA) a change to The Second Line, that is between Las Palmeras and 
Palacios. The move was mediated by one Kurman, who did all the negotiating. The main 
crop was alfalfa; they also seeded wheat and linen. They used a horse to till the alfalfa. 

In the second place they also managed to get credit from an individual so that they 
could establish a dairy farm. That was more profitable. All the children, 5 of them, 
helped with the milking and with taking the milk to the plant that processed it, Sancor. 
Their main town to get supplies was Moisesville. Name of another neighbor, who helped 
much, was Raquel Galagosky. 

Teresa was born in 1933, in Czechoslovakia. During WWII father left behind a sister, and 
so did her mother. Only 3 brothers were left, who then immigrated to Israel. The story is 
that, at the end of the war, a niece and two maternal nephews found each other in 
Europe, travelling on the same train while returning to their town. They were emaciated 
like skeletons, but they recognized each other by their voices. Teresa’s parents felt that 
in Argentina there was no anti-Semitism. 

Teresa went to school until 5th grade, more or less the same as her siblings. She only 
took the classes in the Spanish curriculum, as the ones in Yiddish were given when she 
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had to help with the farm’s chores. The school was in Las Palmeras, 6km away from the 
colony, and they went by horseback. The horse many times ran away from them, which 
made them late for school! Teresa learnt some Yiddish from her brother-in- law the 
ritual slaughterer. The hired hand in the farm learned Yiddish the same way, by listening 
to the Jews teach and talk. The help would call Teresa’s mother “bobbe”. When the 
parents wanted to speak among themselves so that the hired hands did not understand, 
they spoke Russian. 

Outings were to Moisesville, to see the shops and have a soda and buy candy, unheard 
from in the colony.  

Teresa’s family raised geese in the farm, and mother prepared meals with them. 

The family was observant, and the mother, especially, very strict. She would punish the 
children for religious infractions. Father was less severe. 

At home, they read “The Yiddishe Tzeitung”, first Yiddish daily. 

Parents moved to Moisesville in 1964, and father died after a car accident, 5 years after. 
In Moisesville, father worked in installing fruit groves. He was also instrumental in 
supporting his synagogue, and mother was very active in the “chevra kadisha”, in the 
ritual preparation of the death. 

Teresa’s marriage to Elias was arranged by a sister who lived in Resistencia, province of 
Chaco. The other sisters were Maria, Leike and Elena. The brother became manager of 
the dairy processing plant Sancor, in the Santa Fe province. 

Teresa was 56 at the time of the interview, and she felt that, if given the chance, she 
could still ride a horse or do the threshing. 
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